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Abstract—We are witnessing a technological revolution with
a broad impact ranging from daily life (e.g., personalized
medicine and education) to industry (e.g., data-driven healthcare, commerce, agriculture, and mining). At the core of this
transformation lies “data”. This transformation is facilitated
by embedded devices, collectively known as Internet of Things
(IoT), which produce real-time feeds of sensor data which are
collected and processed to produce a dynamic physical model
used for optimized real-time decision making. At the infrastructure level, there is a need to develop a scalable architecture
for processing massive volumes of present and historical data
at an unprecedented velocity to support the IoT paradigm. To
cope with such extreme scale, we argue for the need to revisit
the hardware and software co-design landscape in light of two
key technological advancements. First is the virtualization of
computation and storage over highly distributed data centers
spanning across continents. Second is the emergence of a variety
of specialized hardware accelerators that complement traditional
general-purpose processors. Further efforts are required to unify
these two trends in order to harness the power of big data.
In this paper, we present a formulation and characterization of
the hardware acceleration landscape geared towards real-time
analytics in the cloud. Our goal is to assist both researchers
and practitioners navigating the newly revived field of software
and hardware co-design for building next generation distributed
systems. We further present a case study to explore software and
hardware interplay for designing distributed real-time stream
processing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the data management community has developed specialized solutions that focus on either extreme of a
data spectrum between volume and velocity, yielding to largevolume batch processing systems, e.g., Hadoop [1], Spark [2],
and high-velocity stream processing systems, e.g., Flink [3],
Storm [4], Spark Streaming [5], respectively. However, the current trend, led by the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm, leans
towards the large-volume processing of rich data produced by
distributed sensors in real-time at a high velocity for reactive
and automated decision making. While the aforementioned
specialized platforms have proven to achieve a certain balance
between speed and scale, their performance is still inadequate
in light of the emerging real-time applications.
This remarkable shift towards big data presents an interesting opportunity to study the interplay of software and hardware
in order to understand the limitations of the current co-design
space for distributed systems, which must be fully explored
before resorting to specialized systems such as ASICs, FPGAs,
and GPUs. Each hardware accelerator has a unique performance profile with enormous potential for speed and size
to compete with or to complement CPUs, as envisioned in
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Fig. 1: Envisioned acceleration technology outlook.
Figure 1. In this paper, we primarily focus on cost-effective,
power-efficient hardware acceleration solutions which excel
at analytical computations by tapping into inherent lowlevel hardware parallelism. To motivate the adoption of these
emerging hardware accelerators, we describe the four primary
challenges faced by today’s general-purpose processors.
Large & complex control units. The design of generalpurpose processors is based on the execution of consecutive
operations on data residing in main memory. This architecture
must guarantee a correct sequential order execution. As a
result, processors include complex logic to increase performance (e.g., super pipelining and out-of-order execution). Any
performance gain comes at the cost of devoting up to 95% of
resources (i.e., transistors) to these control units [6].
Memory wall & von Neumann bottleneck. The current
computer architecture suffers from the limited bandwidth
between CPU and memory. This issue is referred to as the
memory wall and is becoming a major scalability limitation
as the gap between CPU and memory speed increases. To
mitigate this issue, processors have been equipped with large
cache units, but their effectiveness heavily depends on the
memory access patterns. Additionally, the von Neumann bottleneck further contributes to the memory wall by sharing the
limited memory bandwidth between both instructions and data.
Redundant memory accesses. The present-day system enforces that data arriving from an I/O device is first read/written
to main memory before it is processed by the CPU, resulting
in a substantial loss of memory bandwidth. Consider a simple
data stream filtering operation that does not require the incom-
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Fig. 2: General-purpose processor architecture vs. custom
hardware architecture.
ing data stream to be first written to main memory. In theory,
the data arriving from the I/O should be streamed directly
through the processor; however, today’s computer architecture
prevents this basic modus operandi.
Power consumption. Manufacturers often aim at increasing
the transistor density together with higher clock speed, but
the increase in the clock speed (leading to a higher deriving
voltage for the chip) results in a superlinear increase in power
consumption and a greater need for heat dissipation [7].
These performance limiting factors in today’s computer
architecture have generated a growing interest in accelerating
distributed data management and data stream processing using
custom hardware solutions [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16] and more general hardware acceleration at
cloud-scale [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. In our past work
on designing custom hardware accelerators for data streams
(see Figure 2), we have demonstrated the use of a much
simpler control logic with better usage of chip area, thereby
achieving higher performance per transistor ratio [13], [15].
We can substantially reduce the memory wall overhead by
coupling processor and local memory, instantiating as many
of these components as necessary. Through this coupling, the
redundant memory access is reduced by avoiding to copy
and read memory whenever possible. The use of many lowfrequency, but specialized, chips may circumvent the need for
generalized but high-frequency processors. Despite the great
potentials of hardware accelerators, there is a pressing need to
navigate this complex and growing landscape before solutions
can be deployed in a large-scale environment.
However, today’s hardware accelerators comes in variety
of forms as demonstrated in Figure 3, ranging from embedded hardware features, e.g., hardware threading and SingleInstruction Multiple Data (SIMD), in general-purpose processors (e.g., CPUs) to more specialized processors such as
GPUs, FPGAs, ASICs. For example, graphics processing units

(GPUs) offer massive parallelism and floating-point computation based on an architecture equipped with thousands of
lightweight cores coupled with substantially higher memory
bandwidth compared to CPUs. Due to the fixed architecture
of GPUs, only specific types of applications or algorithms can
benefit from its superior parallelism, such as tasks that follow a
regular pattern (e.g., matrix computation). In contrast, a fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit that
can be configured to encode any algorithm, even irregular
ones. FPGAs can be configured to construct an optimal architecture of custom cores engineered for a targeted algorithm.
FPGAs contain compute components which are configurable
logic blocks (CLBs) consisting of Lookup Tables (LUTs) and
SRAM; memory components including registers, distributed
RAMs, and Block RAMs (BRAMs); and communication components that consist of configurable interconnects and wiring.
Any circuit design developed for FPGAs can be directly
burned onto application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),
which provide greater performance in exchange for flexibility.
Although the reminder of this paper focus on FPGAs, many
parts of the content discussed are equally applicable to other
forms of acceleration.
To further narrow down our discussion, we focus mostly on
distributed real-time analytics over continuous data streams
using FPGAs. To cope with the lack of flexibility of custom
hardware solutions, the state of the art assume that the set
of queries is known in advance. Essentially, past works rely
on the compilation of static queries and fixed stream schemas
onto hardware designs synthesized to configure FPGAs [9].
Depending on the complexity of the design, this synthesis step
can last minutes or even hours. This is not suitable for modernday stream processing needs, which require fast, on the fly,
reconfiguration. Furthermore, many of the existing approaches
assume a complete halt during any synthesis modification [9],
[12]. While synthesis and stream processing may overlap to
some extent, a significant amount of time and effort is still
required to reconfigure, which may take several minutes up
to hours. More importantly, this approach requires additional
logic for buffering, handling of dropped tuples, requests for
re-transmissions, and additional data flow controlling tasks,
which renders this style of processing difficult, if not impossible, in practice. These concerns are often ignored in the
approaches listed above, which assumed that processing stops
entirely before a new query-stream processing cycle starts.
In this paper, we make the following contributions. First,
we present a comprehensive formalization of the acceleration
landscape over distributed heterogeneous hardware in the
context of real-time analytics over data streams. In our formalization, we will incorporate recent attempts to address these
aforementioned shortcomings of custom hardware solutions.
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Fig. 4: Acceleration design landscape.
Second, we study the fundamental strategy in finding the right
balance between the data and control flow on hardware for designing highly distributed stream joins, which are some of the
most expensive operations in SQL-based stream processing.
Our experience working with stream joins in FPGAs represent
a case study whose findings and challenges are applicable to
other areas found in our acceleration landscape.
II. D ESIGN L ANDSCAPE
To formalize the acceleration landscape, we develop a broad
classification derived from a recent comprehensive FPGAs and
GPUs tutorial [23]. As presented in Figure 4, we divide the
design space into four categories: system model, programming
model, representational model, and algorithmic model.
In the system model layer, we focus on a holistic view of
the entire distributed compute infrastructure, possibly hosted
virtually in the cloud, in order to identify how accelerators can
be employed when considering the overall system architecture.
We identify three main deployment categories: standalone,
co-placement, and co-processor in distributed systems. The
standalone mode is the most simple architecture, where the
entire software stack is embedded on hardware. Past works on
event [24], [25], [26] and stream processing [9], [12], [13],
[15], [16], where the processing tasks are carried out entirely
on FPGAs, can be categorized as standalone mode. The coprocessor design can be viewed as a co-operative method
in order to offload and/or distribute (partial) computation
from the host system (e.g., running on CPUs) to accelerators
(e.g., FPGAs or GPUs). For instance, FPGAs and CPUs cooperation is exploited in [27], where the Shore-MT database is
modified to offload regular expression computations, expressed
as user-defined functions in SQL queries, to FPGAs. In
contrast, the co-placement design is focused on identifying

the best placement strategy to place the accelerators on the
data path in a distributed system. This mode of computation
can be characterized as performing a partial or best-effort
computational model. For instance, this model is applied in
IBM Netezza [28].
We refer to active data path as an alternative data-centric
view of the system model. In a distributed setting, each piece
of data travels from a source (data producer) to a destination
(data consumer), passing through the network and temporarily residing in storage and memory of intermediate nodes.
Usually, the actual data computation task is performed close
to the destination using CPUs. Instead, an active data path
distributes processing tasks along the entire length to various
network, storage, and memory components by making them
“active”, i.e., coupled with an accelerator. Thus, a wide range
of partial or best-effort computation can be employed using
co-placement or co-processor strategies, which are building
blocks towards creating active distributed systems.
The programming model focuses on the usability of heterogeneous hardware accelerators. Akin to procedural programming languages such as C and Java, there are numerous
hardware description languages such as VHDL, Verilog, SystemC, and TLM that expose key attributes of hardware in a
C-like syntax. Unlike the software mindset which is focused
on algorithm implementation (e.g., using conditional and loop
statements), the programming in hardware must also consider
the data and control flow mapping onto logic gates and
wiring. To simplify the usability of hardware programming,
recent works have shifted towards SQL-based declarative
languages using static (Glacier) and dynamic (FQP) compilers.
Essentially, these compilers generate a hardware description
language when given SQL queries as input. Glacier converts a
query into a final circuit design by composing operator-based
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Fig. 5: Query execution on general-purpose processor (software) vs. flexible hardware solution.
logic blocks. Once synthesized to FPGA, the design cannot
be altered. In contrast, FQP starts with a fixed topology of
programmable cores (where each core executes a variety of
SQL operators such as selection, project, or joins) that are
first synthesized on FPGA. Subsequently, the FQP compiler
then generates a dynamic mapping of queries onto the FQP
topology at runtime.
The data and control flow can be realized on hardware
using either static or dynamic circuits, which we refer as the
representational model. The most basic form is a static circuit
(also the best performing) that has a fixed logic and hard-coded
wiring which cannot be altered at runtime. However, there is
a wide spectrum when moving from static to a fully dynamic
design. The first level of dynamism is named parametrized
circuits. In the context of stream processing, this translates
to the ability of changing the selection or join conditions at
runtime without the need to re-synthesize the design.
To accelerate complex event processing, fpga-ToPSS [29],
[24], [26] focuses on hiding the latency of accessing off-chip
memory (used for storing dynamic queries) by exploiting fast
on-chip memory (for storing static queries). Furthermore, the
on-chip memory is coupled with computation using horizontal
data partitioning, which eliminates global communication cost.
To accelerate XML processing, the notion of skeleton automata [30] allows decomposition of non-deterministic finitestate automata for encoding XPath queries into static structural
skeleton which are embedded in logic gates while query
conditions are dynamically stored in memory at runtime.
Ibex [31] provides co-operation between hardware (to partially push and compute queries on FPGAs) and software
(by pre-computing and passing arbitrary Boolean selection
conditions onto hardware). Online-Programmable Blocks (OP-
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Fig. 6: Comparing standard vs. flexible query execution
pipeline on a reconfigurable computing fabric.
Block) [13], [15] introduces dynamic re-configurable logic
blocks to implement selection, projection, and join operations,
where the conditions of each operator can seamlessly be adjusted at runtime. A collection of OP-Blocks and general Custom Blocks (CBs) together form the Flexible Query Processor
(FQP) architecture [13], [15]. FQP is a general streaming
architecture that can be implemented in fully standalone mode
and replace traditional software solutions as demonstrated in
Figure 5. Q100 [14] supports query plans of arbitrary size
by horizontally partitioning them into fixed sets of pipelined
stages of SQL operators using the proposed temporal and
spatial instructions. IBM Netezza [28] is a major commercial
product that exploits parametrizable circuits in order to offload
query computation.
The next level of dynamism is to support schemas of varying
size as far as the wiring width is concerned in order to connect
and transfer tuples among computation cores on FPGAs. One
solution is to simply provision the wiring for the maximum
possible schema size: This option is simply impractical given
the cost of wiring and routing. To support dynamic schemas,
parametrized data segments are proposed in FQP through
vertical partitioning of both query and data given a fixed wiring
and routing budget [32].
The final level of dynamism, which we call parametrized
topology, is the ability to modify both the structure of queries
(i.e., macro changes) and modify the conditions of each operator within a query (i.e., micro changes). This provides support
for the real-time additions and modifications of queries (see
Figure 6). FQP [13], [15] supports parametrized topologies
which allow the construction of complex queries by composing
re-configurable logic blocks in the form of OP-Blocks, where
the composition itself is also re-configurable (see the example
in Figure 7).
The algorithmic model is the lowest layer of our acceleration landscape. To achieve higher throughput and lower
latency, the following goals must be met. First, we must
exploit the available massive parallelism by minimizing the
design control flow. Generally speaking, there are three design patterns: data parallelism, task parallelism, and pipeline
parallelism. Simply put, data parallelism focuses on executing
the same task concurrently over partitioned data (e.g., SIMD)
while task parallelism is focused on executing concurrent and
independent tasks over replicated/partitioned data (e.g., Intel
hyper-threading). The pipeline parallelism, arguably the most
important design pattern on hardware, is to break a task into a
sequence of sub-tasks, where the data flows from one sub-task
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to the next. The second algorithmic goal is to minimize the
wiring and routing overhead to maximize the data flow. The
third algorithmic goal is to maximize the memory bandwidth
through tight coupling of memory and logic and exploiting
the memory hierarchy effectively starting from the fastest to
slowest memory, namely, registers, on-chip memory, and offchip memory. Notably, faster memory often equates to lower
density implying that the amount memory available through
registers is substantially smaller than that of on-chip memory,
and likewise for off-chip memory.
For instance, to support multi-query optimization, a global
query plan based on Rete-like network is constructed to exploit
both inter- and intra-query parallelism, essentially leveraging
all forms of parallelisms mentioned earlier including data,
task, and pipeline parallelism. For faster data pruning in order
to improve memory bandwidth, hash-based indexing methods
are employed to efficiently identify all relevant queries given
incoming tuples [12]. To avoid designing complex adaptive
circuitry, Ibex [31] proposes precomputation of a truth table
for Boolean expressions in software first and transfer the truth
table into hardware during FPGA configuration when a new
query is inserted. There exist also a number of works focused
on stream join, which is one of the most expensive operation in real-time analytics. For example, handshake join [33]
introduced a new data flow to naturally direct streams in
opposite directions in order to simplify the control flow, which
we categorize as bi-directional flow (bi-flow) while SplitJoin
[34] introduced a novel top-down flow, which we refer to
as uni-directional flow (uni-flow) to completely eliminate all
control flows among joins cores and allow them to operates
independently. The rest of the paper focuses on stream joins
as a case study. Our experience working with stream joins in
FPGAs reveal some conclusions, which can be generalized to
other algorithms and the entire acceleration landscape.
III. C ASE S TUDY: F LOW- BASED PARALLEL S TREAM J OIN
The stream join operation inherits the relational database
join semantics by introducing a sliding window to transform unbounded streams, R, S, into finite sets of tuples
(i.e., relations). Although sliding window semantics provide
a robust abstraction to deal with the unbounded nature of
data streams [35], [33], [36], [37], [38], [39], [13], [12], it
remains a challenge to improve parallelism within stream join
processing, especially, when leveraging many-core systems.
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For instance, a single sliding window could conceptually be
divided into many smaller sub-windows, where each subwindow could be assigned to a different join core.1 However,
distributing a single logical stream into many independent
cores introduces a new coordination challenge: to guarantee
that each incoming tuple in one stream is compared exactly
once with all tuples in the other stream. To cope with parallelism in this context, two key approaches have been proposed:
handshake join [33] and SplitJoin [34].
Bi-directional Data Flow For Stream Join: The coordination challenge is addressed by handshake join [33] (and
its equivalent realization as OP-Chain in hardware, presented
in [15]) that transforms the stream join into a data flow (bi-flow)
problem (evolved from Kang’s three-step procedure [40]):
tuples flow from left-to-right (for the S stream) and from rightto-left (for the R stream) and pass through each join core. We
refer to this data flow as bidirectional, since tuples pass in two
directions through the join cores.
We broadly classify all join techniques based on similar
designs as belonging to the bi-flow model; this data flow
model provides a scalable parallelism to increase processing
throughput. The bi-flow design ensures that every tuple is
compared exactly once by design (shown in Figure 8). This
new data flow model offers greater processing throughput
by increasing parallelism, yet suffers from latency increase
since the processing of a single incoming tuple requires a
sequential flow through the entire processing pipeline. To
improve latency, a central coordination is introduced to fastforward tuples through the linear chain of join cores in the
low-latency handshake join [36] (the coordination module is
depicted in the left side of Figure 8). In order to reduce latency,
each tuple of each stream is replicated and forwarded to the
next join core before the join computation is carried out by
the current core [36].
Figure 10 demonstrates the internal blocks and their
connections in a join core needed to realize the bi-flow
model. Window Buffer (-R&-S) are sliding window
buffers and Buffer Manager (-R&-S) are responsible
for sending/receiving tuples to/from neighboring join cores
and storing/expiring tuples to/from window buffers. The
Coordinator Unit controls permissions and priorities to
manage data communication requests to ensure query processing correctness; finally, the Processing Unit is the
execution core of the join core. It is activated when a new
tuple is inserted. Then, based on programmed queries (here, a
join operator), it processes the new tuple by comparing it to
the entire window of the other stream.
1 A join core is an abstraction that could apply to a processor’s core, a
compute node in a cluster, or a custom-hardware core on FPGAs (e.g., [33],
[12], [13].)
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Uni-directional Data Flow For Stream Join: A fundamentally new approach for computing a stream join, referred
to as SplitJoin, has been proposed in [34]. SplitJoin essentially
changes the way tuples enter and leave the sliding windows,
namely, by dropping the need to have separate left and right
data flows (i.e., bi-directional flow). SplitJoin diverts from
the bi-directional data flow-oriented processing of existing
approaches [33], [36]. As illustrated in Figure 8, SplitJoin
introduces a single top-down data flow that transforms the
overall distributed architecture. First, the join cores are no
longer chained linearly (i.e., avoiding linear latency overhead).
In fact, they are now completely independent (i.e., also avoiding inter-core communication overhead). Second, both streams
travel through a single path entering each join core; thus,
eliminating all complexity due to potential race conditions
caused by in-flight tuples and complexity due to ensuring the
correct tuple-arrival order, namely, by relying on the FIFO
property, the ordering requirement is trivially satisfied by using
a single (logical) path. Therefore, SplitJoin does not rely on
any central coordination for propagating and ordering the
input/output streams. Third, the communication path can be
fully utilized to sustain the maximum throughput and each
tuple no longer needs to pass through every join core. SplitJoin
introduces what we, here, refer to as the unidirectional (topdown) data-flow model, uni-flow, in contrast to the bi-flow
model, introduced earlier.
To parallelize join processing, the uni-flow model divides
the sliding window into smaller sub-windows, and each subwindow is assigned to a join core. In the uni-flow model,
all join cores receive a new incoming tuple. In each join
core, depending on the tuple origin, i.e., whether from R
or S stream, the distributed processing and storage steps are
orchestrated accordingly. For example, if the incoming tuple
belongs to the R stream, TR , then all processing cores compare
TR to all the tuples in stream S sub-windows. At the same
time, TR is stored in exactly one join core’s sub-window for
R stream. The join core needed to store a newly arriving
tuple is chosen based on a round-robin scheme. Each join
core independently counts (separately for each stream) the
number of tuples received and, based on its position among
other join cores, determines its turn to store an incoming
tuple. This storage mechanism eliminates the need for a central

coordinator for tuple assignment, which is a key contributing
factor in achieving (almost) linear scalability in the uni-flow
model as increasing the number of join cores.
IV. R EALIZING F LOW- BASED S TREAM J OIN IN H ARDWARE
We focus on the design and realization of a parallel and
distributed stream join in hardware based on the flow-based
model. Furthermore, we compare the join core internal architecture for both uni-flow and bi-flow models. Our parallel uniflow hardware stream join architecture comprises three main
parts: (1) distribution network, (2) processing (join cores), and
(3) result gathering network, as shown in Figure 9.
Distribution Network: The distribution network is responsible for transferring incoming tuples from the system input to
all join cores. In this work, we present two alternatives for this
network: (1) a lightweight design and (2) a scalable design.
The lightweight network distributes incoming tuples to
all join cores at once without extra components, which is
preferable for comparably small solutions, while the scalable
variant uses a hierarchical architecture for the distribution.
Here, we only present the design of the scalable network, while
our experiments include evaluations for both.
In the scalable distribution network, we use DNode to build
a hierarchical network. DNode receives a tuple in its input port
and broadcasts it to all its output ports. All DNodes rely on
the same communication protocol, making it straightforward to
scale the design by cascading them. DNodes store incoming
tuples as long as their internal buffer is not full. As output,
each DNode sends out the stored tuples, one tuple in each
clock cycle, provided the next DNodes are not full. The
upper part of Figure 9 demonstrates the distribution network
comprised of DNodes. Here, we see a 1 → 2 fan-out size
from each level to the next level from top to bottom. Other
fan-out sizes (e.g., 1 → 4) could be interesting to explore since
they reduce the height of the distribution network and lower
communication latency.
The scalable distribution network consumes more resources
(i.e., DNodes’ pipeline buffers) than the lightweight variant
and adds a few clock cycles, depending on its height, to the
distribution latency (though it does not affect the tuple insertion throughput). On the other hand, the scalable distribution
network pays off as the number of join cores increases, since
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it does not suffer from the clock frequency drop (degrading
the performance) as observed in the lightweight design.
The DNodes arrangement, as shown in Figure 9, forms
a pipelined distribution network. Utilizing more join cores
logarithmically increases the number of pipeline stages. This
means it takes more clock cycles for a tuple to reach the join
cores. Nonetheless, a constant transfer rate of tuples from one
pipeline stage to the next keeps the distribution throughput
intact, regardless of the number of stages.
Join Cores: In our parallel hardware design, the actual
stream join processing is performed in join cores. Each join
core individually implements the original join operator (without posing any limitation on the chosen join algorithm, e.g.,
nested-loop join or hash join) but on a fraction of the original
sliding window.
The internal architecture of our hardware join core based
on the uni-flow model is shown in Figure 11, and it has
Fetcher, Storage Core, and Processing Core as
its main building blocks. Fetcher is an intermediate buffer
that separates a join core from the distribution network. This
reduces the communication path latency and improves the
maximum clock frequency. The Storage Core is responsible for storing (and consequently expiring) tuples from R or S
streams into their corresponding sub-window. The distribution
task of assigning tuples to each Storage Core is performed
in a round-robin fashion. The Storage Core remembers
the number of tuples received from each stream and (by
knowing the number of join cores and its own position in
them) stores a tuple based on its turn.
The state diagram for the Storage Core controller is
presented in Figure 12. A join operator can be dynamically
programmed without the need for synthesis (individually for
each join core) by an instruction which has two segments. The
first segment defines join parameters such as the number of
join cores and the current join core position among them, while
the second segment carries the join operator conditions. The
join operator programming is performed in Operator Store
1 and Operator Store 2. This makes it possible to update
the current join operator in real-time. After programming,
Storage Core is ready to accept tuples from both streams.
While receiving a tuple from the S stream, when it is the
current join core’s turn to store, the tuple is stored in its
corresponding sub-window in the Store in Window S state;
otherwise, the storage task is skipped by moving to the S Store
Done state. The procedure for the reception of tuples from the
R stream follows an identical procedure.

Emit
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Fig. 12: Storage core.
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Fig. 13: Processing core.

The Processing Core is responsible for the actual
execution in which each new tuple (or a chunk of tuples) is
compared to all tuples in the sub-window of other stream by
pulling them up one at a time and comparing them with the
newly arrived tuple.
Figure 13 presents the state diagram of the Processing
Core controller. In the initial step it reads the join operator
in Operator Read 1 and Operator Read 2 states. The actual
comparison is performed in the Join Processing state, where
tuples are read from their corresponding sub-window, one read
per cycle. In case a match is found, it is emitted in Emit Result.
Finally, at the end of processing, the controller waits in the
Join Wait state for another tuple to process. After a new tuple
reception, the whole execution repeats itself by means of a
direct transition to the Join Processing state.
Result Gathering Network: The result gathering network
is responsible for collecting result tuples from join cores. Similar to the distribution network, we propose two (1) lightweight
and (2) scalable alternatives for this network. We focus on the
latter for descriptions while comparing both of them in the
evaluation section.
The lower part of Figure 9 demonstrates the design of
the result gathering network using GNodes. Each GNode
collects resulting tuples from two sources connected to its
two upper ports using a Toggle Grant mechanism that toggles
the collection permission for its previous nodes in each clock
cycle. As a result, each source (i.e., a join core or a previous
GNode) pushes out a resulting tuple to the next GNode once
every two clock cycles.
The Toggle Grant mechanism simplifies the design of the
result collection; instead of using a two-directional handshake
between two connected GNodes to transfer a resulting tuple,
we use a single-directional signaling, in which each GNode
looks only at permission to push out one of the results stored
in its buffer. The destination (next) GNode simply toggles this
permission each cycle without the need for any special control
unit.
GNodes configuration, as shown in Figure 9, provides a
pipeline result gathering network where in each stage, tuples
from two sources are merged into one and are pushed to the
next pipeline stage from top to bottom (respecting our unidirectional top-down flow model). The pipelining mechanism
reduces the effective fan-in size in each pipeline stage and
thereby prevents clock frequency drop.
In Figure 9, arrows in the distribution and result gathering
network are data buses that define the width of received tuples,
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Fig. 14: Throughput measurements for flow-based stream join on hardware: (a), (b), and (c); on software: (d).
including their 2-bit headers. The header defines whether we
are dealing with a new join operator or a tuple belonging to
either the R or S stream. The width of the data bus for result
tuples is twice (not counting the header) the size of the input
data bus since a result is comprised of two input tuples that
have met the join condition(s).
Flow-based Hardware Design Comparison: In the uniflow model, data passes in a single top-down flow, in which
each join core receives tuples directly from the distributor and
operates independently from other join cores (Figure 8b). The
uni-flow design offers full utilization of the communication
channel’s bandwidth, specifically from the input to each join
core, since all tuples travel over the same path to each join
core. Therefore, regardless of the incoming tuple rate for each
stream, every tuple has access to the full bandwidth. To clarify
this issue for the bi-flow model, assume we are receiving tuples
only from stream R; then, all communication channels for
stream S are left unutilized. Even with an equal tuple rate
for both streams, it is impossible to achieve simultaneous
transmission of both TR and TS between two neighboring
join cores due to the locks needed to avoid race conditions.
Furthermore, comparing the internal design of a join core
based on the bi-flow model, Figure 10, and one based on uniflow Figure 11, we see a significant reduction in the number of
internal components that correspondingly reduces the design
complexity. Neighbor-to-neighbor tuple traveling circuitries
for two streams are eliminated from Buffer Manager-R
& -S and Coordination Unit, as they are reduced and
merged to form Fetcher and Storage Core in the join
core based on the uni-flow model. This improvement also reduces the number of I/Os from five to two, which significantly
reduces the hardware complexity, as the number of I/Os is
often an important indication of complexity and final cost of
a hardware design.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
For hardware experiments, we synthesized and programmed
our solution on a ML505 evaluation platform featuring a
Virtex-5 XC5VLX50T FPGA. Additionally, we synthesized
our solution on a more recent VC707 Evaluation board featuring a Virtex-7 XC7VX485T FPGA. For software experiments,
we used a 32-core Dell PowerEdge R820 featuring 4 × Intel
E5-4650 (TDP: 130 Watt) processors and 32 × 16GB (PC312800) memory, running Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS.

We realized parallel stream join based on bi-flow model
using a simplified OP-Chain topology from FQP2 , proposed
in [15]. We used the Xilinx synthesis tool chain to synthesize, map, place, and route both of the bi-flow and uni-flow
parallel hardware realizations and loaded the resulting bit file
onto our FPGA using a JTAG interface. This bit file contains
all required information to configure the FPGA.
The input streams consist of 64-bit tuples that are joined
against each other using an equi-join, though there is no
limitation on the condition(s) used. Both of the realizations
have the ability to adopt larger tuples that are defined by presynthesis parameters.
Throughput Evaluation: Throughput measurements for biflow and uni-flow parallel stream join realizations are presented
in Figure 14. For the uni-flow version, we were able to
instantiate 16 join cores on our platform with up to W : 213
window size (per stream), as we see in Figure 14a. We observe
a linear speedup with respects to the number of join cores as
expected. We were not able to realize window sizes larger
than 211 when instantiating 32 and 64 join cores due to the
extra consumption of memory resources in the distribution and
result gathering networks and auxiliary components.
Figure 14b presents the comparison between the input
throughput in a parallel stream join based on uni-flow and
bi-flow models as we change the window size. We observe
nearly an order of magnitude speedup when using a uniflow compared to a bi-flow model. Although in theory, both
models are similar in their parallelization concept, the simpler
architecture in uni-flow brings superior performance. We were
not able to instantiate 16 join cores with 213 in bi-flow
hardware, unlike the uni-flow one, because each join core is
more complex and requires a greater amount of resources to
realize it.
Figure 14c presents extracted (from a synthesis report) throughput on a mid-size, but more recent, Virtex-7
(XC7VX485T) FPGA. We were able to realize a uni-flow
parallel stream join with as many as 512 join cores and
window sizes as large as 218 . We used a 300MHz clock
frequency for this evaluation as provided by the synthesis
report. As a result of having more join cores and a higher
clock frequency, we see acceleration of around two orders of
2 FQP

is available in VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL).
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quencies on Virtex-5 and 7.
hardware.
magnitude when we utilize a window size of 213 compared to
the realization on Virtex-5 (Figure 14a).
We ran our experiments on the software realization of a uniflow parallel stream join (available from [34]) and the throughput results are presented in Figure 14d for 16 and 28 join cores.
Similar to the experimental setup in [34], the maximum input
throughputs were achieved while using 28 cores out of 32 on
our platform since some internal components in SplitJoin, i.e.,
the distribution and result gathering network, also consume a
portion of the processors’ capacity.
Although the operating frequency of the Virtex-7 FPGA is
significantly lower than that of the processors used in our
system, 300MHz compared to the processor base frequency
of 2.7GHz and max turbo of 3.3GHz, still we observed
around 15× acceleration compared to the software realization
(28 join cores) while using the same window size (218 ) on
both platforms (Figures 14c and 14d). Two factors are main
contributors to this throughput gain: 1) ability to instantiate
more join cores compared to the software version, since
they operate in parallel and linearly increase the processing
throughput as a function of their count. 2) utilizing internal
BRAMs in FPGA by essentially coupling data and processing
in each join core, while in the software variant, the sliding
window data resides in the main memory. This data has to
move back-and-forth through the memory hierarchy for each
incoming tuple.
Latency Evaluation: We refer to latency as the time it
takes to process and emit all results for a newly inserted
tuple. We mainly focus on latency comparisons between the
hardware and software realizations of the uni-flow model for a
parallel stream join. The measurements for these comparisons
are shown in Figures 15 and 16.
Figure 15 captures the latency observed with respects to
the number of clock cycles and the execution time (µsecond).
For realization on Virtex-5 (V 5), we used the lightweight
distribution and result gathering networks since the system is
relatively small; however, for the synthesized design on Virtex7 (V 7), we have reports for both lightweight and scalable
(specified by s in figures) variants of distribution and result
gathering networks.
As we increase the number of join cores, we do not observe
a significant difference in the number of cycles required to
process a tuple in either realization. The distribution network
in the lightweight design requires fewer cycles to transfer incoming tuples to all join cores while on the scalable version, a

tuple has to travel through multiple distribution levels (log2 N ,
where N is the number of join cores) to reach join cores;
however, this advantage is neutralized by the greater latency
in the lightweight result gathering network. The cost of roundrobin collection from join cores, one after another, quickly
becomes dominant as we approach larger numbers of join
cores. However, by taking into account the clock frequency
drop in the lightweight solution as we increase the number of
join cores, the actual difference in latency becomes significant,
as shown in Figure 15.
Utilizing a window size of 218 for each stream, the hardware
version (Figure 15) shows around two orders of magnitude
improvement in latency compared to the software variant
(Figure 16), mainly due to massive parallelism and memory
and processing coupling.
Scalability Evaluation: The scalability of a hardware design is determined by how the maximum operating clock
frequency is affected as we scale up the system. Here we scale
up our solution by increasing the number of join cores that
translates to a linearly increase in the processing throughput.
Figure 17 shows how clock frequency changes as we
increase the number of join cores for lightweight versions
on Virtex-5 (V5) and Virtex-7 (V7) and scalable version on
Virtex-7 (V7s). For the realization on our Virtex-5 FPGA, we
do not see any significant drop as we increase the number of
join cores. Although we are using the lightweight version, the
system size (number of join cores) is rather small to show its
effect; actually, we even see an increase in the clock frequency
when utilizing 16 join cores that is due to heuristic mapping
algorithms adopted by the synthesis tool3 .
For larger uni-flow based realization with more join cores,
we see how the clock frequency of the lightweight version
drops as we increase the number of join cores. Since the
Virtex-7 FPGA supports higher clock frequencies, compared
to the Virtex-5, it is more sensitive to large fanout sizes and
longer signal paths; therefore, we see this effect even when
using 8 and 16 join cores. For the hardware realization based
on uni-flow with scalable distribution and result gathering
networks, we observe no significant variations in the clock
frequency as we scale up the system.
Power Consumption Evaluation: The extracted power
consumption reports when using 16 join cores with a total
3 Using more restrictions (such as using a higher clock constraint, e.g.,
190MHz) it is possible to achieve higher clock frequencies when utilizing
fewer number of join cores.
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window size of 213 (for each stream) consumed 1647.53mW
and 800.35mW power for parallel stream join based on biflow and uni-flow, respectively. As expected simpler design and
correspondingly smaller circuit size resulted in more than 50%
power saving in utilizing uni-flow compared to bi-flow.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS & O PEN P ROBLEMS
Adoption of hardware accelerators, in particular, FPGAs,
are gaining momentum in both industry and academia. Cloud
providers such as Amazon are building new distributed infrastructure that offers FPGAs4 that are connected to generalpurpose processors using PCIe connection [41]. Furthermore,
the employed FPGAs share the same memory address space
with CPUs, which could give rise to many novel applications
of FPGAs by using co-placement and co-processor strategies.
Microsoft’s Configurable Cloud [42] also uses a layer of
FPGAs between network switches and servers to filter and manipulate data flows at line-rate. Another prominent deployment
example is IBM FPGA-Based Acceleration within SuperVessel
OpenPOWER Development Cloud [43]. Google’s Tensor Processing Unit (TPU) designed for distributed machine learning
workloads is also gaining traction in its data centers, although
current TPUs are based on ASIC chips [44].
Given that the availability of FPGAs and other forms of
accelerators (e.g., GPUs and ASICs) are now becoming the
norm even in distributed cloud infrastructures, then our broader
vision (first discussed in [32]) is to identify key opportunities
to exploit the strength of available hardware accelerators given
the unique characteristics of distributed real-time analytics. As
a first step to fulfilling this vision, we start from our FQP
fabric [13], [15], a generic streaming architecture composed
of a dynamically re-programmable stream processing elements
that can be chained together to form a customizable processing
topology, exhibiting a “Lego-like” connectable property. We
argue that our proposed architecture may serve as a basic
framework to explore and study the entire life-cycle of accelerating distributed stream processing on hardware. Here we
identify a list of important short- and long-term problems that
can be studied within our FQP framework:
1) What is the complexity of query assignment to a set of
custom hardware blocks (including but not limited to OPBlocks)? Note, a poorly chosen query assignment may
4 Xilinx UltraScale+ VU9P fabricated using a 16 nm process and with
approximately 2.5 million logic elements and 6,800 Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) engines.

3)

4)

5)

increase query execution time, leave some blocks unutilized, negatively affect energy use, and degrade the
overall processing performance.
How to formalize query assignment algorithmically (e.g.,
develop a cost model), and what is the relationship
between query optimization on hardware and classical
query optimization in databases? Unlike the classical
query optimization and physical plan generations, on
hardware, we are not just limited to join reordering and
physical operator selections because there is a whole new
perspective on how to apply instruction-level and finegrained memory-access optimization (through different
OP-Blocks implementations or processor-memory couplings); what is the most efficient method for wiring
custom operators to minimize the routing distance; or
how to collect and store statistics during query execution
while minimizing the impact on query evaluation; and
how to introduce dynamic rewiring and movement of data
given a fixed FQP topology?
What is the best initial topology given a sample query
workload and a set of application requirements known
a priori? How to construct an optimal initial topology
which maximizes on-chip resource utilization (reduces
the number of OP-Blocks) or minimizes latency (reduces
routing and wiring complexity among OP-Blocks)?
Given the topology and the query assignment formalism,
it is then possible to generalize the query mapping from
single-query optimization to multi-query optimization to
amortize the execution cost across the shared processing
of several queries? But given the dynamic nature of
FQP and a lightweight statistics collection capability, then
the natural question is: How to dynamically re-optimize
and re-map queries onto the FQP topology (in light of
observed statistics) in order to maximize inter- and intraquery optimizations that are inspired by the capabilities
of custom stream processors?
How do we extend query execution on hardware to coplacement and/or co-processor designs by distributing
and orchestration query execution over heterogeneous
hardware (each with unique characteristics) such as
CPUs, FPGAs, and GPUs? The key insight is how to
superimpose FQP abstraction over these heterogeneous
compute nodes in order to hide their intricacy and to
virtualize the computation over them, as illustrated in
Figure 18. An important design decision arises as to how
these distributed and virtualized devices communicate
and whether or not they are placed on a single board,
thus, having at least a shared external memory space or
distributed shared memory through RDMAs; placed on
multi-boards and connected through interfaces such as
PCIe; or span across the entire data centers connected
through the network.
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